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Praise for The Distant Echo: ‘A classic ⋯ McDermid pulls out all the stops. Impeccable’ Guardian ‘A few more sly, old-fashioned whodunits like this and she’ll join the sturdy ranks of the queens of crime, on course to become Dame Val or Baroness McDermid’ Sunday Times
The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 1) by Val ...
The first novel in the bestselling Karen Pirie seriesThe award-winning Number One bestseller and Queen of crime fiction Val McDermid carves out a stunning ps...
The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 1) by Val ...
Buy The Distant Echo: Written by Val McDermid, 2006 Edition, Publisher: HarperCollins [Paperback] by Val McDermid (ISBN: 8601417628928) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
The Distant Echo: Written by Val McDermid, 2006 Edition ...
www.harpercollins.co.uk
www.harpercollins.co.uk
The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 1) by McDermid, Val at AbeBooks.co.uk - ISBN 10: 0008279543 - ISBN 13: 9780008279547 - HarperCollins - 2018 - Softcover
9780008279547: The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie ...
The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 1) by Val McDermid The first novel in the bestselling Karen Pirie series The award-winning Number One bestseller and Queen of crime fiction Val McDermid carves out a stunning psychological thriller. The past is behind them, but what's still to come will tear them apart...
The Distant Echo By Val McDermid | Used | 9780008279547 ...
The Distant Echo. Synopsis: Four in the morning, mid-December, and snow is smothering St Andrews. Student Alex Gilbey and his three best friends are staggering home from a party when they stumble upon the body of a young woman. Rosie Duff has been raped, stabbed and left for dead in the ancient Pictish cemetery. And the only suspects are the four young students stained with
her blood. Twenty ...
Welcome to the official website of the celebrated and best ...
THE DISTANT ECHO: Four drunken students find the body of a woman in a snow-covered cemetery. Twenty-five years on, a ‘cold case’ review of the murder still has them as the main suspects. But when two of them die in suspicious circumstances, the only way for the remaining two to save themselves is to find out who the real murderer is⋯
Val McDermid 3-Book Crime Collection: A ... - HarperCollins UK
Val McDermid is one prolific crime writer. Probably best noted for her Wire in the Blood mystery series, she's also written the Lindsay Gordon and Kate Brannigan series. The Distant Echo is the first book in another of her series, this one featuring Scottish police inspector Karen Pirie.
The Distant Echo (Inspector Karen Pirie, #1) by Val McDermid
Our mission at Distant Echo is a simple one; to sell quality designer clothing that broadcast a football casual and cultural message to discerning gents. We understand there's a certain breed of man who are engrained in football and music culture. Us included. We're proud of what we wear and have a staple helping of clothes that celebrate this obsession of what we're about.
Distant Echo - Clothing for the Casual Inclined | Football ...
The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 1) by Mcdermid, Val. Harpercollins, London, 2004. Paperback. Used; Good. Fast Dispatch. Expedited UK Delivery Available. Excellent Customer Service. Bookbarn International Inventory #3379900...
9780007142842 - The Distant Echo by Val McDermid
Read the award-winning and Number One bestselling Val McDermid at the top of her game in these three nail-biting crime thrillers.A PLACE OF EXECUTION: In 196...
Val McDermid 3-Book Crime Collection ... - harpercollins.co.uk
Val McDermid. HarperCollins Publishers, Aug 1, 2010 - Fiction - 416 pages. 18 Reviews. Val McDermid's The Distant Echo is, even more so than with her previous work, a masterpiece of trickery and misdirection. In 1978, four male students find the body of Rosie Duff half-buried in the snow and their lives are variously damaged by the suspicion that falls on them when the murder is
never solved ...
Distant Echo - Val McDermid - Google Books
val mcdermid novel - the distant echo - harpercollins 2003. 561 pages - used - v.g.c.
VAL McDERMID - THE DISTANT ECHO - NOVEL | eBay
The Distant Echo This is the first in Val Mcdermid’s series of books featuring DI Karen Pirie. Similar to many of its kind Pirie does not feature heavily in the storyline. It leaves one with the suspicion that the idea that the character could be developed and put into further storylines was something not considered at the time.
The Distant Echo: The gripping thriller from the author of ...
The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 1) ... HarperCollins; On Sale: 01/06/2009; Pages: ... BISAC1: FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural ; Val McDermid. Biography. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish mining community then read English at Oxford. She was a journalist for sixteen years, spending the last three as Northern Bureau Chief of a national Sunday
tabloid. She divides ...
The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 1 ...
The Distant Echo McDermid, Val. Published by HarperCollins, 2003. ISBN 10: 000714282X / ISBN 13: 9780007142828. Used / Hardcover / Quantity Available: 0. From Reuseabook (Gloucester, GLOS, United Kingdom) Seller Rating: Available From More Booksellers ...
The Distant Echo by McDermid, Val: Used; Good Hardcover ...
Browse Inside The Distant Echo, by Val McDermid, a Paperback from HarperCollins, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers

Bestselling, award-winning author Val McDermid delivers her most stunning story yet in The Distant Echo---an intricate, thought-provoking tale of murder and revenge Four in the morning, mid-December, and snow blankets St. Andrews School. Student Alex Gilbery and his three best friends are staggering home from a party when they stumble upon the body of a young woman. Rosie
Duff has been raped, stabbed and left for dead in the ancient Pictish cemetery. The only suspects are the four young students stained with her blood. Twenty-five years later, police mount a cold case review. Among the unsolved murders they're examining is that of Rosie Duff. But someone else has his own idea of justice. One of the original quartet dies in a suspicious house fire and
soon after, a second is killed. Alex fears the worst. Someone is taking revenge for Rosie Duff. And it might just save his life if he can uncover who really killed Rosie all those years ago.
The first novel in the bestselling Karen Pirie series The award-winning Number One bestseller and Queen of crime fiction Val McDermid carves out a stunning psychological thriller. The past is behind them, but what's still to come will tear them apart...
Val McDermid's The Distant Echo is, even more so than with her previous work, a masterpiece of trickery and misdirection. In 1978, four male students find the body of Rosie Duff half-buried in the snow and their lives are variously damaged by the suspicion that falls on them when the murder is never solved; a quarter of a century later, the case is reopened and suddenly the quartet
start to be killed one after the other.
Read the award-winning and Number One bestselling Val McDermid at the top of her game in these three nail-biting crime thrillers.
The Number One bestselling, award-winning Queen of crime fiction Val McDermid delivers a searing psychological suspense thriller. A serial killer is on the loose. His victims? Crime writers...
“[A Darker Domain] combines a thrilling story with heartbreaking questions of social justice and history.” —Seattle Times The New York Times calls Val McDermid, “As smooth a practitioner of crime fiction as anyone out there⋯the best we’ve got.” Time spent with her extraordinary thriller, A Darker Domain, will prove that it’s true. Set in Scotland, the milieu of Ian Rankin’s John
Rebus, McDermid’s brilliant exploration of loyalty and greed intertwines the past and present. It was chosen as a New York Times Notable Crime Book of the Year and was a finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize.
The stunning first novel in the Kate Brannigan series, from No.1 Sunday Times bestseller Val McDermid. ‘This is crime writing of the very highest order’ The Times
This was the summer he discovered what he wanted--at a gruesome museum of criminology far off the beaten track of more timid tourists. Visions of torture inspired his fantasies like a muse. It would prove so terribly fulfilling. The bodies of four men have been discovered in the town of Bradfield. Enlisted to investigate is criminal psychologist Tony Hill. Even for a seasoned
professional, the series of mutilation sex murders is unlike anything he's encountered before. But profiling the psychopath is not beyond him. Hill's own past has made him the perfect man to comprehend the killer's motives. It's also made him the perfect victim. A game has begun for the hunter and the hunted. But as Hill confronts his own hidden demons, he must also come face-to-face
with an evil so profound he may not have the courage--or the power--to stop it... The Mermaids Singing is a chilling and taut psychological mystery from Val McDermid.
Across the country, dozens of teenage girls have vanished. Authorities are convinced they're runaways with just the bad luck of the draw to connect them. It's the job of criminal profilers Dr. Tony Hill and Carol Jordan to look for a pattern. They've spent years exploring the psyches of madmen. But sane men kill, too. And when they hide in plain sight, they can be difficult to find... He's
handsome and talented, rich and famous--a notorious charmer with the power to seduce...and the will to destroy. No one can believe what he's capable of. No one can imagine what he's already done. And no one can fathom what he's about to do next. Until one of Hill's students is murdered--the first move in a sick and violent game for three players. Now, of all the killers Hill and Jordan
have hunted, none has been so ruthless, so terrifyingly clever, and so brilliantly elusive as the killer who's hunting them... Val McDermid's The Wire in the Blood is "A superb psychological thriller" (Cosmopolitan).
Winter 1963: two children have disappeared off the streets of Manchester; the murderous careers of Myra Hindley and Ian Brady have begun. On a freezing day in December, another child goes missing: thirteen-year-old Alison Carter vanishes from her town, an insular community that distrusts the outside world. For the young George Bennett, a newly promoted inspector, it is the
beginning of his most difficult and harrowing case: a murder with no body, an investigation with more dead ends and closed faces than he'd have found in the anonymity of the inner city, and an outcome which reverberates through the years. Decades later he finally tells his story to journalist Catherine Heathcote, but just when the book is poised for publication, Bennett unaccountably
tries to pull the plug. He has new information which he refuses to divulge, new information that threatens the very foundations of his existence. Catherine is forced to re-investigate the past, with results that turn the world upside down. A Greek tragedy in modern England, Val McDermid's A Place of Execution is a taut psychological thriller that explores, exposes and explodes the border
between reality and illusion in a multi-layered narrative that turns expectations on their head and reminds us that what we know is what we do not know. A Place of Execution is winner of the 2000 Los Angeles Times Book Prize and a 2001 Edgar Award Nominee for Best Novel.
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